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Jan Huizinga and Roger Caillois have already taught us to realize how important games
and play have been for pre-modern civilization. Recent research has begun to
acknowledge the fundamental importance of these aspects in cultural, religious,
philosophical, and literary terms. This volume expands on the traditional approach still
very much focused on the materiality of game (toys, cards, dice, falcons, dolls, etc.) and
acknowledges that game constituted also a form of coming to terms with human
existence in an unstable and volatile world determined by universal randomness and
fortune. Whether considering blessings or horse fighting, falconry or card games,
playing with dice or dolls, we can gain a much deeper understanding of medieval and
early modern society when we consider how people pursued pleasure and how they
structured their leisure time. The contributions examine a wide gamut of approaches to
pleasure, considering health issues, eroticism, tournaments, playing music, reading and
listening, drinking alcohol, gambling and throwing dice. This large issue was also
relevant, of course, in non-Christian societies, and constitutes a critical concern both for
the past and the present because we are all homines ludentes.
First play from high-profile actor
Leading drama critic Michael Coveney invites you on a tour of over 50 of London's most
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iconic and important theatres, with stories of the architecture and the productions which
have defined each one. Sumptuous photographs by Peter Dazeley of the public areas,
auditoriums and backstage areas complete the picture.
An absorbing study of the contested embodiment of the idea of "presence" in the plays
and novels of the eighteenth century.
Offering an authoritative and timely account of the relationship between literature and
medicine in the eighteenth century and Romantic period, a time when most diseases
had no cure, this collection provides a valuable overview of how two dynamic fields
influenced and shaped one another. Covering a period in which both medicine and
literature underwent frequent and sometimes radical change, the volume examines the
complex mutual construction of these two fields via various perspectives: disability,
gender, race, rank, sexuality, the global and colonial, politics, ethics, and the visual.
Diseases, fashionable and otherwise, such as Defoe's representation of the plague,
feature strongly, as authors argue for the role literary genres play in affecting people's
experience of physical and mental illness (and health) across the volume. Along with its
sister publication, Literature and Medicine in the Nineteenth Century, this volume offers
a major critical overview of the study of literature and medicine.
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town.
From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always
loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend
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at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons
him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next day
Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that
there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper
into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he
becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John
Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.
I thought everything would change, after the war. And now, no one even mentions it. It
is as if we all got together in private and said whatever you do don't mention that, like it
never happened. It's the late 1940s. Calm has returned to London and five people are
recovering from the chaos of war. In scenes set in a quiet dating agency, a bombed-out
church and a prison cell, the stories of these five lives begin to intertwine and we
uncover the desire and regret that has bound them together. Sarah Waters's story of
illicit love and everyday heroism takes us from a dazed and shattered post-war Britain
back into the heart of the Blitz, towards the secrets that are hidden there. Oliviernominated playwright Hattie Naylor has created a thrilling and theatrically inventive
adaptation of a great modern novel. The stage adaptation of The Night Watch was
premiered at the Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester, on 16 May 2016.
Dr Johnson said that he would walk to the ends of the earth to save Beauclerk. Other
people who claimed to be his friends rejoiced at his early death. How did the beautiful
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youth of Francis Coates’ 1756 portrait become a man whose greatest claim to fame
was causing an infestation of lice at Blenheim Palace through lack of personal hygiene?
A great-grandson of Charles II and Nell Gwyn, he lived a privileged life thanks to
fortuitously inherited wealth. He employed Robert Adam to build him a house at
Muswell Hill which has almost completely disappeared from the records of Adam’s
work due to a dispute about the bill. He was one of the leading book-collectors of the
time, with a library of 30,000 volumes whose sale after his death was a major literary
event. He also used his wealth to indulge interests in science and astronomy and a
passion for gambling. As a result, he ran through his inheritance as quickly as he could
sell it, falling into ever-increasing debt as his lawyer grew richer. Beauclerk knew all the
leading figures of the British and French Enlightenments. He was a friend of Johnson,
Adam Smith, David Hume, Horace Walpole, Sir Joshua Reynolds, John Wilkes and
David Garrick. He met Rousseau and Voltaire, and immersed himself in French salon
culture. He could charm people when he chose to, but did not always try. Recently he
has been overshadowed by his wife, Lady Di (née Spencer), whose life by Carola Hicks
(Improper Pursuits, 2001) has made her artistic talent and unconventional life wellknown. The story of their adultery and marriage has not previously been told from
Beauclerk’s point of view, and many other inaccuracies have crept into authoritative
works such as the ODNB; he is regularly and unfairly dismissed as a bad husband. This
biography shows that he was much more than the close associate of Johnson known
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from the pages of Boswell: a man of widely varied interests, from the Grand Tour to the
contemporary theatre, who lived Enlightenment life to the full in a way which would not
have been possible a generation earlier or later. Based on research in unpublished
letters, legal documents and financial records, including some concerning the Adam
house, as well as published diaries, letters and memoirs, it shows that he may have left
no enduring legacy of his many talents, as even his friends admitted, but he made the
most of all the opportunities available and lived a fascinating life which illuminates every
aspect of Georgian elite society, from auctions to zoology, from care of one’s wig to
building an observatory, and from mishaps in Venice to sea-therapy in Brighton.
'A humane, humorous and ultimately extremely moving novel' Guardian 'A darkly comic,
deeply moving and thoroughly modern father-son love story' Mail on Sunday 'Funny,
moving, disturbing and beautifully written' Adam Kay 'Tremendously moving, fiercely
intelligent and very, very funny' Paul Murray Louis Lasker loves his family dearly – apart
from when he doesn’t. There’s a lot of history. His father’s marriages, his mother’s
death; one brother in exile, another in denial; everything said, everything unsaid. And
now his father has taken a decision which threatens to blow the family apart. We join
the Laskers for what might be their final days together. One last chance to fix things.
It’s a matter of life and death . . .
What would it be like to become Idi Amin's personal physician? Giles Foden's
bestselling thriller is the story of a young Scottish doctor drawn into the heart of the
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Ugandan dictator's surreal and brutal regime. Privy to Amin's thoughts and ambitions,
he is both fascinated and appalled. As Uganda plunges into civil chaos he realises
action is imperative - but which way should he jump?
During these extraordinary times Greg Jenner is able to sign you a personalised
bookplate for your hardback. Please email info@gregjenner.com with the name you
would like the book dedicated to and the postal address. 'Fizzes with clever vignettes
and juicy tidbits... [a] joyous romp of a book.' Guardian 'A magical mystery tour through
the history of celebrity - eye opening, provocative, triumphant.' Kate Williams,
bestselling author and historian 'A fascinating, rollicking book in search of why, where
and how fame strikes. Sit back and enjoy the ride.' Peter Frankopan Celebrity, with its
neon glow and selfie pout, strikes us as hypermodern. But the famous and infamous
have been thrilling, titillating, and outraging us for much longer than we might realise.
Whether it was the scandalous Lord Byron, whose poetry sent female fans into an
erotic frenzy; or the cheetah-owning, coffin-sleeping, one-legged French actress Sarah
Bernhardt, who launched a violent feud with her former best friend; or Edmund Kean,
the dazzling Shakespearean actor whose monstrous ego and terrible alcoholism saw
him nearly murdered by his own audience - the list of stars whose careers burned bright
before the Age of Television is extensive and thrillingly varied. Celebrities could be
heroes or villains; warriors or murderers; brilliant talents, or fraudsters with a flair for
fibbing; trendsetters, wilful provocateurs, or tragic victims marketed as freaks of nature.
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Some craved fame while others had it forced upon them. A few found fame as small
children, some had to wait decades to get their break. But uniting them all is the shared
origin point: since the early 1700s, celebrity has been one of the most emphatic driving
forces in popular culture; it is a lurid cousin to Ancient Greek ideas of glorious and
notorious reputation, and its emergence helped to shape public attitudes to ethics,
national identity, religious faith, wealth, sexuality, and gender roles. In this ambitious
history, that spans the Bronze Age to the coming of Hollywood's Golden Age, Greg
Jenner assembles a vibrant cast of over 125 actors, singers, dancers, sportspeople,
freaks, demigods, ruffians, and more, in search of celebrity's historical roots. He reveals
why celebrity burst into life in the early eighteenth century, how it differs to ancient
ideas of fame, the techniques through which it was acquired, how it was maintained,
the effect it had on public tastes, and the psychological burden stardom could place on
those in the glaring limelight. DEAD FAMOUS is a surprising, funny, and fascinating
exploration of both a bygone age and how we came to inhabit our modern, fame
obsessed society.
A study of British imperialism's imaginative geography, exploring the pairing of India
and the Atlantic world from literature to colonial policy In this lively book, Ashley Cohen
weaves a complex portrait of the imaginative geography of British imperialism. Contrary
to most current scholarship, eighteenth-century Britons saw the empire not as separate
Atlantic and Indian spheres but as an interconnected whole: the Indies. Crisscrossing
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the hemispheres, Cohen traces global histories of race, slavery, and class, from Boston
to Bengal. She also reveals the empire to be pervasively present at home, in
metropolitan scenes of fashionable sociability. Close-reading a mixed archive of plays,
poems, travel narratives, parliamentary speeches, political pamphlets, visual satires,
paintings, memoirs, manuscript letters, and diaries, Cohen reveals how the pairing of
the two Indies in discourse helped produce colonial policies that linked them in practice.
Combining the methods of literary studies and new imperial history, Cohen
demonstrates how the imaginative geography of the Indies shaped the culture of British
imperialism, which in turn changed the shape of the world.
"Read it with someone you hate." —Jon Stewart A hilarious look at the races of the
world—capturing the proud history and bright future of racism in one handy,
authoritative, and deeply offensive volume. Whether you’re laughing, cringing, or some
combination of the two, A Practical Guide to Racism is sure to entertain. According to
C. H. Dalton, a professor of racialist studies and an expert on inferior people of all
ethnicities, genders, religions, and sexual preferences, everyone should be hated. A
Practical Guide to Racism takes a satirical look at long-standing stereotypes and draws
them out to their mad and illogical conclusions. At its core, this deeply sarcastic body of
evidence suggests that, by the standards of racism, every race is terrible in its own
right. A Practical Guide to Racism contains sparkling bits of wisdom on such subjects
as: · The good life enjoyed by blacks, who shuffle through life unhindered by the white
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man's burdens, to become accomplished athletes, rhyme smiths, and dominoes
champions · A close look at the bizarre, sweet-smelling race known as women, who are
not very good at anything - especially ruling the free world · The sad story of the
industrious, intelligent Jews, whose entire reputation is sullied by their taste for the
blood of Christian babies · A crucial manual to Arabs, a people so sensitive they are
liable to blow up at any time. Literally.
DIVLong before the invention of printing, let alone the availability of a daily newspaper,
people desired to be informed. In the pre-industrial era news was gathered and shared
through conversation and gossip, civic ceremony, celebration, sermons, and
proclamations. The age of print brought pamphlets, edicts, ballads, journals, and the
first news-sheets, expanding the news community from local to worldwide. This
groundbreaking book tracks the history of news in ten countries over the course of four
centuries. It evaluates the unexpected variety of ways in which information was
transmitted in the premodern world as well as the impact of expanding news media on
contemporary events and the lives of an ever-more-informed public. Andrew Pettegree
investigates who controlled the news and who reported it; the use of news as a tool of
political protest and religious reform; issues of privacy and titillation; the persistent need
for news to be current and journalists trustworthy; and people’s changed sense of
themselves as they experienced newly opened windows on the world. By the close of
the eighteenth century, Pettegree concludes, transmission of news had become so
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efficient and widespread that European citizens—now aware of wars, revolutions, crime,
disasters, scandals, and other events—were poised to emerge as actors in the great
events unfolding around them./div
A tale of murder, comedy and tragedy: the riotous story of the one-legged superstar of
Georgian London. In 1776 Foote’s was the most talked-of name in the Englishspeaking world. By 1777 it was almost unmentionable. Samuel Foote, friend of David
Garrick and Dr Johnson, is the greatest lost figure of the eighteenth century; his story
defies belief and has only been forgotten for reasons both laughable and shocking.
Foote’s rise to fame was based on three unrelated accidents: his extraordinary gifts as
an impressionist, a murder within his family which he turned into a true-crime bestseller,
and the loss of his leg after a disastrous practical joke. Out of this was born the most
singular career in stage history. He flouted convention in transvestite roles, evaded the
censors by selling his scurrilous satires as ‘Tea Parties’, wrote a series of plays for
one-legged actors – accordingly not much revived – and established London’s Theatre
Royal, Haymarket. Then came two scandalous trials that rocked Georgian high society.
Trials of such magnitude they kept America’s Declaration of Independence from the
front pages of the London papers. In a unique conflation of biography and social and
medical history, award-winning historian Ian Kelly uncovers the hidden world of ‘the
Hogarth of the stage’. From Sheridan to Dickens to Dudley Moore, Foote’s influence
continues, but Mr Foote’s Other Leg is not just a tragicomic tale of this Oscar Wilde of
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the eighteenth century, it is also the story of the first media storm, the first true-crime
bestseller, the first victim of celebrity culture, and a joyous hop around the mad theatre
of London life – high and low.
With the publication of The Third Policeman, Dalkey Archive Press now has all of
O'Brien's fiction back in print.

Damien Broderick has been a leading Australian SF writer since the ‘70s. His
novel The Dreaming Dragons was listed in SF: the 100 best novels. His recent
nonfiction book, The Spike, is a mind-stretching look at the wonders of the hightech future. Now in Transcension he brings to life one of the futures he imagined
in The Spike, a world pervaded by nanotechnology and governed by artificial
intelligence. Transcension may be Broderick’s best book yet. Amanda is a
brilliant violinist, a mathematical genius, and a rebel. Impatient for the adult status
her society only grants at age thirty, but determined to have a real adventure first,
she has repeatedly gotten into trouble and found herself in the courtroom of
Magistrate Mohammed Abdel-Malik, the sole resurrectee from among those who
were frozen in the early twenty-first century, the man whose mind was the seed
for Aleph, the AI that rules this utopia. Mathewmark is a real adolescent, living in
the last place where they still exist, the reservation known as the Valley of the
God of One's Choice, where those who have chosen faith over technology are
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allowed to live out their simpler lives. When Amanda determines that access to
the valley is the key to the daring stunt she plans, it is Mathewmark she will have
to lead into temptation. But just as Amanda, Mathewmark, and Abdel-Malik are
struggling to find themselves and achieve their potentials, so is Aleph, and the
AI's success will be a challenge to them and all of humanity. At the publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management software
(DRM) applied.
Adrian Monk is on a roll?solving murders as fast as they come, and not counting
his Wheat Chex until they?re in the bowl. But when his therapist, Dr. Kroger,
leaves for Germany, Monk can?t tie his shoes, forgets how to swallow, and loses
track of his blinking. Desperate, he follows Dr. Kroger to Germany where he sees
a man with six fingers. The man responsible for his wife?s death?or was it just
his imagination? Now Monk has to deal with his phobias and the unfriendly
polizei to find his man.
In the ruins of civilization, a young girl's kindness and capacity for love will either
save humanity -- or wipe it out in this USA Today bestselling thriller Joss Whedon
calls "heartfelt, remorseless, and painfully human." Melanie is a very special girl.
Dr Caldwell calls her "our little genius." Every morning, Melanie waits in her cell
to be collected for class. When they come for her, Sergeant keeps his gun
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pointed at her while two of his people strap her into the wheelchair. She thinks
they don't like her. She jokes that she won't bite, but they don't laugh. The Girl
With All the Gifts is a genre-defying, emotionally charged thriller that will shatter
your expectations of the classic zombie novel. For more from M. R. Carey, check
out:Someone Like MeFellsideThe Boy on the Bridge By the same author, writing
as Mike Carey: The Devil You Know Vicious Circle Dead Men's Boots Thicker
Than Water The Naming of the Beasts
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the racism of the KKK
as they embark on a cross-burning rampage, before she fully understands the
importance her family attributes to having land of their own.
A fascinating social history of the guitar, reasserting its long-forgotten importance
in Romantic England This book is the first to explore the popularity and novelty of
the guitar in Georgian England, noting its impact on the social, cultural, and
musical history of the period. The instrument possessed an imagery as rich as its
uses were varied; it emerged as a potent symbol of Romanticism and was
incorporated into poetry, portraiture, and drama. In addition, British and Irish
soldiers returning from war in Spain and Portugal brought with them knowledge
of the Spanish guitar and its connotations of stylish masculinity. Christopher
Page presents entirely new scholarship in order to place the guitar within a
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multifaceted context, drawing from recently digitized original source material. The
Guitar in Georgian England champions an instrument whose importance in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is often overlooked.
“Staging Memory and Materiality in Eighteenth-Century Theatrical Biography”
examines theatrical biography as a nascent genre in eighteenth-century England.
This study specifically focuses on Thomas Davies’ 1780 memoir of David
Garrick as the first moment of mastery in the genre’s history, the three-way war
for the right to tell Charles Macklin’s story at the turn of the century and James
Boaden’s theatrical biography spree in the 1820s and 1830s, including the lives
of John Philip Kemble, Sarah Siddons, Dorothy Jordan and Elizabeth Inchbald.
This project investigates the extent to which biographers envisioned themselves
as artists, inheriting the anxiety of impermanence and correlating fear of
competition that plagued their thespian subjects. It traces a suggestive, but not
determinative, outline of generic development, noting the shifting generic features
that emerge in context of a given work’s predecessors. Drawing heavily on
primary sources, then-contemporary reviews and archival material in the form of
extra-illustrated or “scrapbooked” editions of the biographies, this text is invested
in the ways that the increasing emphasis on materiality was designed to
consolidate, but often challenged, the biographer’s authority. This turn to
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materiality also authorized readerly participation, allowing readers to “co-author”
biographies through the use of material insertions, asserting their own presence
in the texts about beloved thespians.
Follows the course of the war from 1862 to 1864, discusses the strategies of both
sides in major battles, and assesses the performance of the Union generals
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with
cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the
first time.
In Georgian London no one is more famous than Samuel Foote. Satirist,
impressionist and dangerous comedian, friend of David Garrick and Dr Johnson,
he is a bona fide celebrity in an age obsessed with fame. He even has the ear of
the King. But when Foote finds himself at the centre of a media storm – and
under the surgeon’s knife – there’s only one question on everyone’s lips: does
fame make you mad? Based on Ian Kelly’s award-winning biography, Mr
Foote’s Other Leg is a riotously funny play exploring our obsession with
celebrities, through the true story of the Oscar Wilde of the eighteenth century. It
premiered at Hampstead Theatre in September 2015, in a production directed by
Richard Eyre and featuring Simon Russell Beale as Foote. ‘Written with panache
and wit – as lively and entertaining a historical biography as you are ever likely to
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read’ Sunday Times on Ian Kelly’s biography of Samuel Foote
In The Progress of Fun W.S. Gilbert was considered, not as a ‘classic Victorian’,
but as part of an on-going comedic continuum stretching from Aristophanes to
Joe Orton and beyond. Pipes and Tabors continues the story, covering the
comedic experience differently by reference to genres. Here – treated in relation
to a line of significant others – we discover how Gilbert responded to areas such
as the Pastoral, the Irish drama, nautical scenarios, melodrama, sensationtheatre, the nonsensemode, pantomime spectaculars, fairy plays, and classical
farce. Also included is a wider look at his relation to various European musical
forms and (for instance) to the English line of wit and the Elizabethan
pamphleteers. To consider a writer not so much by a study of individual works as
by threads of linking generic modes tells us a great deal about cultural
interconnections and the richly textured nature of theatrical experience. Pipes
and Tabors offers a tapestry of overlapping genres and treatments, showing not
just the design of the finished products but the shreds and patches which form
the underside of the weave. According to Dorothy L. Sayers, life itself offers us
the apparent loose ends of a design which will only be revealed from the front
after death. In terms of Gilbertian comedy, we are privileged to be able to track
both the effort of the weave and the skill of the finished product. On the way we
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will also discover some new links and sub-text implications about other 19th
century denigrated groups which were buried from sight for too long.
Humans are the only mammals to walk on two, rather than four, legs. From an
evolutionary perspective, this is an illogical development, as it slows us down.
But here we are, suggesting there must have been something tremendous to
gain from bipedalism.
How do we recapture, or hold on to, the live performances we most love, and the
talented artists and performers we most revere? Shakespeare and the Legacy of
Loss tells the story of how 18th-century actors, novelists, and artists, key among
them David Garrick, struggled with these questions through their reenactments of
Shakespearean plays. For these artists, the resurgence of Shakespeare, a
playwright whose works just decades earlier had nearly been erased,
represented their own chance for eternal life. Despite the ephemeral nature of
performance, Garrick and company would find a way to make Shakespeare, and
through him the actor, rise again. In chapters featuring Othello, Richard III,
Hamlet, The Winter’s Tale, and The Merchant of Venice, Emily Hodgson
Anderson illuminates how Garrick’s performances of Shakespeare came to offer
his contemporaries an alternative and even an antidote to the commemoration
associated with the monument, the portrait, and the printed text. The first account
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to read 18th-century visual and textual references to Shakespeare alongside the
performance history of his plays, this innovative study sheds new light on how we
experience performance, and why we gravitate toward an art, and artists, we
know will disappear.
In Casanova, noted author Ian Kelly traces the life of Giacomo Casanova, a man
whose very name is synonymous with sensuality, seduction and sexual prowess.
But Casanova was more than just a great lover. A businessman, diplomat, spy,
and philosopher, he authored more than twenty books, including a translation of
The Iliad. Confidant to many infamous characters—including Madame de
Pompadour, Voltaire, and Catherine the Great—Casanova was undoubtedly
charismatic. But how exactly did he seduce himself into infamy? In this richly
drawn portrait, Casanova emerges as very much a product of eighteenth-century
Venice. He reveled in its commedia del arte and Kelly posits that his successes
as both a libertine and a libertarian grew from his careful study of its artifice and
illusion. Food, travel, sex: Casanova’s great passions are timeless ones and
Kelly brings to life in full flavor the grandeur of his exploits. He also articulates the
fascinating personal philosophy that inspired Casanova’s quest to bed all
manner of women. A riveting look at the life of the most legendary lover of all
time, this is destined to become the definitive biography of Giacomo Casanova.
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The East India Company at Home, 1757–1857 explores how empire in Asia
shaped British country houses, their interiors and the lives of their residents. It
includes chapters from researchers based in a wide range of settings such as
archives and libraries, museums, heritage organisations, the community of family
historians and universities. It moves beyond conventional academic narratives
and makes an important contribution to ongoing debates around how empire
impacted Britain. The volume focuses on the propertied families of the East India
Company at the height of Company rule. From the Battle of Plassey in 1757 to
the outbreak of the Indian Uprising in 1857, objects, people and wealth flowed to
Britain from Asia. As men in Company service increasingly shifted their activities
from trade to military expansion and political administration, a new population of
civil servants, army officers, surveyors and surgeons journeyed to India to make
their fortunes. These Company men and their families acquired wealth, tastes
and identities in India, which travelled home with them to Britain. Their stories,
the biographies of their Indian possessions and the narratives of the stately
homes in Britain that came to house them, frame our explorations of imperial
culture and its British legacies.
The popularity of the comic performers of late-Georgian and Regency England
and their frequent depiction in portraits, caricatures and prints is beyond dispute,
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yet until now little has been written on the subject. In this unique study Jim Davis
considers the representation of English low comic actors, such as Joseph
Munden, John Liston, Charles Mathews and John Emery, in the visual arts of the
period, the ways in which such representations became part of the visual culture
of their time, and the impact of visual representation and art theory on prose
descriptions of comic actors. Davis reveals how many of the actors discussed
also exhibited or collected paintings and used painterly techniques to evoke the
world around them. Drawing particularly on the influence of Hogarth and Wilkie,
he goes on to examine portraiture as critique and what the actors themselves
represented in terms of notions of national and regional identity.
A unique feast of biography and Regency cookbook, Cooking for Kings takes
readers on a chef's tour of the palaces of Europe in the ultimate age of culinary
indulgence. Drawing on the legendary cook's rich memoirs, Ian Kelly traces
Antonin CarÁame's meteoric rise from Paris orphan to international celebrity and
provides a dramatic below-stairs perspective on one of the most momentous, and
sensuous, periods in European history-First Empire Paris, Georgian England,
and the Russia of War and Peace. CarÁame had an unfailing ability to cook for
the right people in the right place at the right time. He knew the favorite dishes of
King George IV, the Rothschilds and the Romanovs; he knew Napoleon's fastPage 20/25
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food requirements, and why Empress Josephine suffered halitosis. CarÁame's
recipes still grace the tables of restaurants the world over. Now classics of
French cuisine, created for, and named after, the kings and queens for whom he
worked, they are featured throughout this captivating biography. In the phrase
first coined by CarÁame, "You can try them yourself."
To what extent is a great comic writer the product of his time? How far is he (or
she) influenced by factors of personal psychology upbringing and environment?
To what is the writing actually part of a long continuum in which there is continuity
within change and change within continuity? The Progress of Fun considers
principally the last of these areas, focussing on the case of W.S. Gilbert and
challenging the frequently held view that he is pre-eminently a typical Victorian.
This it does by tracing his roots back to Ancient Greek comedy and to the various
comedic developments that have dominated Western Europe thereafter. Also
included is a careful examination of the constraints and limitations that in various
forms have long affected comedy-writing, and an evaluation of Gilbert’s
particular skills and legacy within the on-going process. The whole is a suitable
prelude to a second volume (Pipes and Tabors) which will consider Genre in
W.S. Gilbert, again relating it to comedic precedents and the universally timeless
within the particular.
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"If people turn to look at you in the street, you are not well dressed, but either too
stiff, too tight, or too fashionable." -- Beau Brummell Long before tabloids and
television, Beau Brummell was the first person famous for being famous, the
male socialite of his time, the first metrosexual -- 200 years before the word was
conceived. His name has become synonymous with wit, profligacy, fine tailoring,
and fashion. A style pundit, Brummell was singly responsible for changing forever
the way men dress -- inventing, in effect, the suit. Brummell cut a dramatic swath
through British society, from his early years as a favorite of the Prince of Wales
and an arbiter of taste in the Age of Elegance, to his precipitous fall into poverty,
incarceration, and madness. Brummell created the blueprint for celebrity crash
and burn, falling dramatically out of favor and spending his last years in a hellish
asylum. For nearly two decades, Brummell ruled over the tastes and pursuits of
the well heeled and influential, and for almost as long, lived in penury and exile.
With vivid prose, critically acclaimed biographer Ian Kelly unlocks the glittering,
turbulent world of late-eighteenth/early-nineteenth-century London -- the first truly
modern metropolis: venal, fashion-and-celebrity obsessed, self-centered and selfdoubting -- through the life of one of its greatest heroes and most tragic victims.
Brummell personified London's West End, where a new style of masculinity and
modern men's fashion were first defined. Brummell was the leading Casanova
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and elusive bachelor of his time, appealing to both men and women of his
society. The man Lord Byron once claimed was more important than Napoleon,
Brummell was the ultimate cosmopolitan man. "Toyboy" to Georgiana, Duchess
of Devonshire, and leader of playboys including the eventual king of England,
Brummell inspired Pushkin to write Eugene Onegin, and Byron to write Don Juan,
and he influenced others from Oscar Wilde to Coco Chanel. Through love letters,
historical records, and poems, Kelly reveals the man inside the suit, unlocking the
scandalous behavior of London's high society while illuminating Brummell's
enigmatic life in the colorful, tumultuous West End. A rare rendering of an era
filled with excess, scandal, promiscuity, opulence, and luxury, Beau Brummell is
the first comprehensive view of an elegant and ultimately tragic figure whose
influence continues to this day.
The remarkable, ridiculous, rain-soaked story of Shakespeare’s Jubilee: the
event that established William Shakespeare as the greatest writer of all time. The
remarkable, ridiculous, rain-soaked story of Shakespeare’s Jubilee: the event
that established William Shakespeare as the greatest writer of all time. In
September 1769, three thousand people descended on Stratford-upon-Avon to
celebrate the artistic legacy of the town’s most famous son, William
Shakespeare. Attendees included the rich and powerful, the fashionable and the
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curious, eligible ladies and fortune hunters, and a horde of journalists and
profiteers. For three days, they paraded through garlanded streets, listened to
songs and oratorios, and enjoyed masked balls. It was a unique cultural
moment—a coronation elevating Shakespeare to the throne of genius. Except it
was a disaster. The poorly planned Jubilee imposed an army of Londoners on a
backwater hamlet peopled by hostile and superstitious locals, unable and
unwilling to meet their demands. Even nature refused to behave. Rain fell in
sheets, flooding tents and dampening fireworks, and threatening to wash the
whole town away. Told from the dual perspectives of David Garrick, who
masterminded the Jubilee, and James Boswell, who attended it, What Blest
Genius? is rich with humor, gossip, and theatrical intrigue. Recounting the absurd
and chaotic glory of those three days in September, Andrew McConnell Stott
illuminates the circumstances in which William Shakespeare became a
transcendent global icon.
The #1 New York Times bestselling novel and basis for the Academy Awardwinning film—a timeless and universal story about the lines we abide by, and the
ones we don’t—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read. Aibileen is a black maid in 1962 Jackson, Mississippi,
who’s always taken orders quietly, but lately she’s unable to hold her bitterness
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back. Her friend Minny has never held her tongue but now must somehow keep
secrets about her employer that leave her speechless. White socialite Skeeter
just graduated college. She’s full of ambition, but without a husband, she’s
considered a failure. Together, these seemingly different women join together to
write a tell-all book about work as a black maid in the South, that could forever
alter their destinies and the life of a small town...
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